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SUGGESTIONS 

The Committee on Industry, Research and Energy calls on the Committee on the 

Environment, Public Health and Food Safety, as the committee responsible, to incorporate the 

following suggestions into its motion for a resolution: 

A. whereas antimicrobial resistance (AMR)-related challenges will increase in the years 

ahead and effective action is reliant on continued, cross-sectoral investments in research 

& innovation (R&I), so that better tools, products and approaches can be developed 

following a One Health approach; 

B. whereas under the Fifth to Seventh Framework Programmes (FP5-FP7), more than EUR 

1 billion has been invested in AMR research, and under Horizon 2020 (H2020), a 

cumulative budget of over EUR 650 million has already been mobilised so far; 

C. whereas different funding instruments under H2020 will deliver research results on 

AMR, in particular: the Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI), with a focus on all 

aspects of antibiotic development including research into AMR mechanisms, drug 

discovery, drug development, and economics and stewardship; the European and 

Developing Countries Clinical Trials Partnership (EDCTP), with a focus on the 

development of new and improved drugs, vaccines, microbicides and diagnostics 

against HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria; the Joint Programming Initiative on AMR 

(JPIAMR), with a focus on consolidation of otherwise fragmented national research 

activities; the European Research Council (ERC), with its ‘investigator-driven’ or 

‘bottom-up’ research projects; the InnovFin Infectious Diseases Financial Facility 

(IDFF), for close-to-market projects; and the SME Instrument and Fast Track to 

Innovation (FTI) which support SMEs in developing novel solutions and tools to 

prevent, diagnose and treat infectious diseases and improve infection control; 

1. Emphasises the need to increase funding for R&I in epidemiology and immunology for 

AMR pathogens and healthcare-associated infections (HAI); 

2. Calls for the development of various push and pull incentives to create new medicines 

and medical devices; believes that incentives are meaningful when they are sustainable 

over the long term, stimulate investment across the entire product development and life 

cycle, target key public health priorities, and support appropriate medicinal use; 

3. Expresses the urgent need to foster partnerships throughout the EU in order to enhance 

the exchange of best practices and improve knowledge on AMR; 

4. Stresses the need to improve data collection on a systemic level throughout the EU, and 

to monitor and act rapidly on AMR-related trends and developments; points out the 

added value of eHealth and digitalisation, which offer the opportunity to pool and 

cumulate data on AMR; 

5. Underlines the systemic nature of AMR; supports the Commission’s renewed 

commitment to promoting EU actions and leadership in fighting AMR, including 

internationally; highlights the need for enhanced collaboration, including in R&I, and 

the role of science diplomacy, in fostering synergies and optimising resource allocation. 
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